
Co-op Academies Trust

Reward & recognition scheme framework

1.0 Introduction
1.1 This framework provides an approach to enable the reward and recognition of the
good work of individuals or small groups of colleagues ‘going the extra mile’ in our
academies and central/hub team.

1.2 It also gives the opportunity to recognise the work of the ‘whole academy’, and
to spend a proportion of the reward & recognition “pot” on whole-academy
wellbeing activities.

1.3 The overall aim is to engage & motivate colleagues, and reward them for the actions
& behaviours we want to see more of, whilst making the process as efficient as possible
for academies to manage.

1.4 This framework will be applied with due consideration to the Trust’s Equality, Diversity
& Inclusion Policy and our co-operative values.

2.0 Other Recognition & Colleague Champions
Most people like to be thanked, and to have their effort and performance recognised -
recognition is one of the factors underpinning colleague engagement, retention and
‘productivity’ or ‘discretional effort’.

This document covers financial awards (or awards that cost money), but this isn’t the only
way to recognise colleagues.

Sending a personalised note or card, or nominating for wider recognition is also
important - these could be ‘thank yous’ or ‘well dones’ or even ‘congratulations on
completing your first (or however many) year with us.

Your notes don’t have to be fancy or worthy of publication, they just need to
communicate that you care. Check out the Colleague Champions section on the Portal for
templates and resources, as well as how to nominate for the weekly “thank yous” in
Central Updates or Google Currents.

Remember - recognition doesn’t need to only be one-way or top-down. Provide and
encourage ways for colleagues to say thanks to each other, and take action to foster a
culture of recognition. Any colleague at any time can send recognition with
#SuperColleague - Post your recognition within the Shout-out! community on Google
Currents and include the hashtag #SuperColleague. It’s a quick and free way to
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encourage this open recognition.

Further information about recognition is at Annex 1.

3.0 Framework Principles
3.1 Within this agreed framework and co-operative values, academies have the flexibility
to operate reward & recognition in a way which best meets their needs. Schemes should
be designed to ensure that no groups of colleagues are likely to be favoured or
disadvantaged in the opportunity to gain an award.

3.2 Each academy will budget for a reward & recognition “pot” for the academic year
which equates to £40 per person in post at the start of September. Academies are
responsible for making best use of this “pot” across the year

3.3 Awards can range from £10 to £200 in value per individual, depending on the
reason for the award.

3.4 Awards should be given as 'gifts in kind' e.g. gift card / vouchers, flowers, box of
chocolates  (but not alcohol). It is suggested that where vouchers are used these are
either personal to the individual, or vouchers that can be used in a number of different
stores / restaurants, e.g. www.one4allgiftcard.co.uk or www.love2shop.co.uk or
Amazon.

3.5 There are no limits on the number of awards someone may receive.

3.6 (IMPORTANT) Awards must only be made in recognition of good work / behaviour /
'going the  extra mile'. They should not be used for birthdays, weddings, retirements, or
to mark other 'life time' events. If the academy would like to gift colleagues for
retirements or to mark other “life time” events, then this should only be done in line with
the Trust’s Gifts and Hospitality Policy (Section 5) which sits within the Anti-Fraud
Framework which states: “Expenditure on staff wellbeing (flowers, leaving gifts, etc.)
should be recorded in the template at Appendix E2 and posted as staff hospitality or staff
wellbeing in the accounting system.”

3.7 Examples of things that could be included within a scheme:
● £10 “thank you” in recognition of a smaller ‘one off’ act
● a bouquet of flowers or a plant to recognise the work put in to organising a

school production
● 100% attendance during the academic year (see guidance in Annex 2)
● a small reward to recognise particularly long service
● a larger reward could be given for a more significant piece of work
● colleague of the month / term, which could be via nominations for good work
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or demonstrating co-operative values.

3.8 The original intention of this scheme was to reward & recognise individuals, or groups
of individuals and a minimum of 25% of the “pot” should be retained for that purpose.
However, following feedback from academies it has now been agreed that some of  the
overall “pot” may be used to reward & recognise the contribution of all colleagues at the
same time (as long as this is in keeping with the overall intentions of the scheme).

3.8.1 Up to 25% of the ring-fenced monies (i.e. up to £10 per head per annum) can be
used by academies to offer a token reward to the whole school in certain circumstances
e.g. to recognise a major success for the school following a successful Ofsted visit, or
achieving particularly good results. There must be a clear reason linked to performance.

3.8.2 Up to 50% of the ring-fenced monies (i.e. up to £20 per head per annum) can be
used by academies to support whole-school colleague wellbeing activities e.g. to
purchase items or services to facilitate a wellbeing week or day. This should be something
that all colleagues have the opportunity to benefit from.

3.9 Once an academy has decided how they intend to make use of their overall “pot”,
their Chair of Governors should be asked to 'sign off' the arrangements.

4.0 Recording
4.1 Academies must keep full records of how they spend their “pot”, and these records
may be requested at any time by members of the HR or Finance Team, or by the Trust’s
Internal or External Auditors.

4.2 The records should list the awards made, in a way which provides sufficient detail to
enable monitoring to ensure the spirit of the scheme is maintained and no particular
group of colleagues is being favoured or disadvantaged.

4.3 An example format for recording is given at Annex 3.
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Annex 1 - Recognition Guidance

Recognition is all about showing colleagues that you’ve noticed their hard work, and how
much you appreciate it. We’re happier and more motivated when we are appreciated.

Recognition should be:
● timely
● specific - it’s clear what is being recognised, and why e.g. how this has positively

impacted the academy, pupils/students, other colleagues or the community
● sincere & genuine
● tailored to the individual - some colleagues love to be praised in public, others

might prefer a more private thank-you. If you want to give recognition in the most
personal way possible, then why not actually take the time to ask employees how
they’d prefer to be recognised?

A few ideas:
Some of the best employee recognition ideas are easy to organise and cost very little.
But while some of these next ideas might sound quite basic, do not underestimate how
effective they can be.

● Say thanks more often. Try to make a habit out of it. It might feel forced at first,
but don’t worry about that. If you say it often enough, it will eventually come
naturally without you even having to think about it.

● Give sincere compliments. When you notice somebody doing something well, you
should make a point to comment on it. For example “you always respond to my
emails quickly – I like that about you”. When done right, this is a great way to
reinforce positive behaviour.

● Send a ‘thank you’ card. A card is more memorable, and may become a nice
physical keepsake for the recipient. When sending a thank you card, you should
remember to write down what the employee is being thanked for.

● Award certificates. If you want to recognise a special accomplishment or
achievement, don’t be afraid to hand out certificates. When given out in
moderation, certificates can be a great way of helping an employee feel really
proud of something they’ve achieved.

● “Shout out” their good work or contribution. Whether in a team meeting, a
recognition wall, or on Google Currents, public recognition let’s everyone know
about your amazing colleague!

● Leaders can nominate colleagues each week for a ‘Colleague Thanks’. These thank
yous are shared trust-wide weekly and therefore make quite the impression.

● Set up a simple recognition box or board, put out some index cards or post-it
notes, then encourage colleagues to get involved. Ask them to write a brief,
anonymous note and drop it in the box or pop it on the board when they see a
colleague doing something praiseworthy. At the end of the week or once a
fortnight, get your department together and read the random notes of praise
aloud.

● Share trust-wide recognition. Celebrate within your academy when your colleagues
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have received recognition in events like our Colleague Thanks. These can be easily
added to your recognition wall.

● Ways of Being. Help bring our values to life by recognising and rewarding
colleagues who’ve embodied our Ways of Being. This can be as simple as asking
for a reason related to our Ways of Being on a nomination slip or awarding prizes
based on the different Ways.

● Don’t be afraid to ‘double-thank’! In a busy or stressful time like Ofsted, it’s not
always easy to give more than a quick email thank you. Once the dust has settled
it’s a great opportunity to send a thank you card or something more substantial.

Check out the Colleague Portal for more ideas and resources.
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Annex 2 - Note on 100% attendance schemes

Under the Trust’s reward & recognition framework, academies may choose to use some
of their  “pot” to recognise good attendance – but are not required to do so. This idea
behind this is not to  drive down absence levels, but to recognise the contribution that
staff make through their  attendance.

Some concerns have been raised in relation to potential equality issues, and this note is
intended  to provide additional information so academies can make informed decisions
if wishing to reward  staff attendance.

Where an employer wishes to reward employees for low sickness
absence, what factors must it take into account?
Attendance incentives or bonuses are usually designed both as an incentive for future
attendance and to reward good attendance records.

When contemplating the introduction of an attendance incentive scheme, employers
must give careful consideration to how the scheme might disadvantage employees who
have to take time off sick because of a disability or a pregnancy-related illness. Any
scheme must be fair, and employers must therefore consider making allowances within
their scheme for such absences. If they do not, they risk a discrimination claim from an
employee alleging less favourable treatment.

If the scheme takes in to account all attendance (not just sickness absence), it should also
address treatment of the various statutory rights to time off that are unrelated to sickness
absence, such as maternity, adoption, paternity and parental leave, and time off for
dependants and public duties. In addition, if time off is granted to employees for
religious observance, the employer should make an allowance for this to avoid the risk of
a religious discrimination claim.

Addressing the points above will help to minimise the risk of equality related issues
arising.

Other considerations
● This should not be considered as a substitute for managing attendance in line

with the Trust’s Supporting Attendance Policy; nor for other activities designed at
supporting health & wellbeing (which sit outside the reward & recognition
framework).

● It is important to ensure that you have accurate recording of attendance.  •
Consider the time period you will use e.g. half termly, as opposed to annually,
is likely to  help engage more staff.

● It must operate within the funds available, keeping monies available to reward &
recognise  other things within the academy. The scheme is therefore most likely to
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operate as a  “prize-draw”.
● This type of scheme has been or is used by other employers, including large ones

such as  Boots and Royal Mail, and can help to maintain attention on an issue,
where otherwise  levels of attendance might gradually deteriorate.

Possible disadvantages
● Staff may feel pressurised to attend work when they are ill, particularly if

incentives are  linked to team (rather than individual) attendance
● Research suggests that the impact of financial incentives on reducing sickness

absence  levels is often short-lived
● Some staff might voice concerns that they are being punished for being ill, or

needing to  take time off for family issues – particularly if the scheme is framed as
a ‘bonus’ to all staff  who have 100% attendance.
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Annex 3 - Example record of recognition spend

Academy Name:

Total amount of recognition 'pot'
for  academic year 20 xx - 20xx:

Name
(inc.
number if a
group)

Category
(see

below,)

Gender Amount
of pot
spent
(£)

Brief reason
(see below)

Category:
● Leadership
● Teaching
● Support Staff (classroom based)
● Support Staff (other)

If a group, include the number per category or gender.

Reason:
This should be sufficient to  provide an explanation of  the reason for the reward (i.e.
what is being recognised). It is not enough to say “recognition”, “wellbeing” or “all staff
award”. Examples might include:

● Exceptional individual performance, delivering xxxx
● Strong team performance, to achieve xxxx
● Whole school recognition, in light of xxxx
● Thank-you for xxxx (e.g. for organising event or occasion)
● Long service of xx years
● Attendance related
● Academy award (e.g. colleague of  the month)
● Whole academy wellbeing activity providing xxxx on xxxx
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